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Economics, Politics ... and Physics
by Noor Sadiq
Dateline Staff Writer

Less than three weeks
until election date and still no one
can forecast what the
outcome is going
to be. With over
5%
undecided
voters, things can
go either way up
to the last minute. But one
thing most
p e o p l e
agree on;
the
two
campaigns
have been

the most interesting in American
politics since President Nixon’s
campaign. A lot more people are
tuned in, a lot more people are
following the race closely and a
lot more people are going to vote
this time around than the past decades.
As the campaigns were
unfolding over the past few
months, we have got to learn
about each candidate’s agenda
and their views on domestic and
international issues.
Even though voters care
about things like national defense, the war on terror and the
candidates’ personal qualities, the

majority of them are not likely
to meet any of the candidates in
person or come in close contact
with the war in Iraq, so what they
truly care about is the economy.
They want to know if the stock
they bought has gone up or down,
whether they can afford the down
payment for a new car, or when
exactly they can retire.
Economists agree that
things have been challenging for
both candidates and whether you
are a Kerry advocate or a Bush
fan, facts indicate that neither
will come even close to delivering their campaign promises.
They both promise to
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lower trade deﬁcit, lower taxes
and create millions of new jobs.
According to the law of conservation of energy, where energy
is
constant
within one
system, it can
change
in form but can’t
increase in magnitude.
This is
impossible to achieve
while still having strong intelligence and a prepared military. Someone will have to
pay for all of this, no question about that; but who, remains to be seen.
President Bush’s
tax breaks on capital equip-

ment did not spur hiring like he
had hoped for. In fact, with soaring healthcare costs,
businesses continued
to buy more machinery
and layoff more Americans. And because
for every action
there’s an opposite
reaction, no new
jobs were created
since this administration took ofﬁce. In
fact, there are 821,000
less jobs now than
there were four years
ago.
SEE POLITICS PAGE 7

They’re Counting

A F ight for Options on Your Apathy
by Israel J. Salazar
Assistant Editor

Why should educated
people allow their options to be
denied to them? From Oregon to
California to Massachusetts and
ﬁnally to the seats of the United
States Congress, advocates of this
nation’s students are ﬁghting to
have that question answered.
On November 11, 2003
Congressman David Wu (D-Oregon) initiated a bill into the House
of Representatives that called for
a thorough investigation into the
practices of this nation’s multibillion dollar textbook industry.
This bill called upon the General
Accounting Ofﬁce (GAO) to inspect issues such as the average
amount of money college students
spend on textbooks in a the year
(currently at $900), the average
cost to produce those textbooks,
the extent of the price gap, why

identical textbooks are 50%
cheaper overseas, how often new
editions are released and whether
or not these releases are actually
justiﬁed. The GAO was been investigating this issue for nearly a
year now. The due date for their
report is November 11, 2004. Until next month’s release of that
report, here is some insight into
what has been discovered.
The truth is bookstores
on college campuses only deserve
a fragment of the blame for the
pillaging of our bank accounts.
They are only the gates of the
textbook industry. The gatekeepers of the industry are the publishers. They are the ones that set the
conditions for buying textbooks.
In 2002, The Wall Street Journal
announced that three big publishers control 62% of the textbook
industry’s sales, up from just 35%
in 1990. Publishers make the

rules that textbook vendors must
sell by.
The tyranny that textbook publishers have over the
industry allows them to control
book selection and prohibit university bookstores from selling
cheaper versions of the books we
buy, such as paperbacks or older
editions. And because the publishers have not been prudent enough
to get into the used book market,
they make it as hard as possible
for bookstores to sell used books.
They do so by constantly releasing
new editions to perfectly effective
books. Of course these new editions are more expensive and are
often only distinguished by a few
minor changes that hardly merit
their release.
To counteract the onslaught of rising educational expenses, many students have taken
SEE FIGHT PAGE 3

by Tayvis Dunnahoe
Dateline Staff Writer

On November 2,
millions of concerned voters
will ﬁle into ﬁre stations and
community halls all across the
country to cast a vote for the
candidates of their choosing;
free will and volition drives
these citizens because they
have a genuine concern for the
fate of our nation. As many
of you know, the deadline
for registering to vote has
passed. To those of you who
are prepared to do your part,
congratulations! On the other
hand, those who contend that
your vote doesn’t count, prepare
yourself to accept whatever
fate may come. In America,
we pride ourselves on being a
Democracy. We open every
sporting event with a national
anthem; we tout freedom and
support wars in its name. While
we collectively believe that

every country should be sovereign
and hold free elections to support
those identities, we somehow lay
aside those convictions every four
years and simply take our own
sovereignty for granted. With
every issue that rides on this
presidential election, there is one
singular fact that all politicians
are aware of and will use to their
advantage. At least one-half of all
eligible voters in this country will
simply not turn out to vote in this
election.
Voter apathy has been a
steady and observable entity in this
country over a period of several
generations. Whether you are too
busy or you just don’t care, your
apathy will help this government
accomplish many things over
the next four years. Without
referring to speciﬁc incidents,
it is safe to say that Democrats
and Republicans alike count the
SEE APATHY PAGE 5
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Guest Editorial
Daniel Wiebel
Dateline Staff Writer

Right in the middle of midterms, here
are several desperately important yet
remarkably under-asked questions for
those of you who don’t already have
enough to ponder. Having said that, it
may seem more expedient during this
busy time to stop reading right here and
now, but the amount of serious consideration you give these questions, the
conclusions at which you arrive after
having considered them, and the resulting decisions you make based on those
conclusions carry with them the real and
immediate potential to virtually alter the
course and quality of the rest of your
life.
More on this chilling – but certainly not inevitable – prospect later, but
ﬁrst, the questions:
When did the term liberal become a four-letter word? When did our
government’s legendary national and
political generosity of spirit and treasure
become anathema to patriotic American values? And speaking of patriotic
American values, when did we begin
to consider it wrong to put government
revenues back to work in social programs that enhance the lives of the very
people whose taxes provided those revenues in the ﬁrst place? When did our
right to hold accountable those elected
to ofﬁce by the people for whom they
work become a matter of, at best, disloyalty, and at worst, treason? When did
the Constitutionally guaranteed right of
the people to peacefully protest governmental policy give way to the right
of law enforcement to arbitrarily hold
more than 200 Americans in jail for as
long as 60 hours, with little food and
no legal counsel, during the Republican National Convention? When did
hypocrisy and dishonesty become so
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commonplace within business and political
circles that they no longer merit our notice
or, when they do, merit little or no punitive
consequence? When did we decide that,
no matter what human rights violations
are committed by ofﬁcial representatives
of our country, including embroiling the
country in an untimely and disastrously
managed war, we are above reproach by
the international community – that we are
somehow above accountability for our behavior? When did we blithely forget that
war involves individual human lives, and
not anonymous, unnamed masses?

based on what may have been your ﬁrst
impression of a Presidential election as a
young adult, able to fully comprehend the
long-term implications. Now, however,
four years later, it should be emphasized
repeatedly and made crystal clear: if there
was ever a time to put away any lingering
doubts and use your one power – your vote
– it is now.
Attributing to any single politician or party complete blame for the continuing deterioration of quality of life many
middle-income Americans are experiencing would border on foolishness. How-

And, right now, today, in mid-October, 2004, ask yourself the most important questions of all:
Will you vote on November 2,
or will you allow apathy, laziness, or even
plain obstinacy to prevent your participating in the political process? And if you
do participate, will you unwittingly vote
against your own self-interests? Consider
this: more than ever before in the history of
our country, casting your vote for any Presidential candidate from a position of ignorance about the issues we face is accompanied by the potential to literally impair the
quality of your life. It is imperative that
you know the facts before you vote. Seek
them out. Educate yourself.
I know.
Everybody says it’s important
to vote. Everybody says it’s our duty to
participate in the process. Everybody says
it’s the only power you have. Even if you
acknowledge the logic of such traditional
rhetoric, you may believe – especially
given the questionable circumstances surrounding the outcome of the last general
election – that your vote doesn’t count; that
it won’t make a difference. I’m not going
to tell you that you have no compelling evidence for having reached that assessment,

ever, it should be quite clear to Democrats,
Republicans, and Independents alike that,
given the stark evidence, the vast majority
of the policies and plans implemented by
this administration have not been successful, and in fact, some of the currently active
policies have, in truth, worked to the detriment of our ability to lead our lives safely
and comfortably. Four more years of the
Administration’s narrow and intractable
ideology could do irrevocable damage to
everything for which this country stands.
Before dismissing this statement as mere
partisan dogma, it should be pointed out
that a considerable amount of supporting
documentation is accessible through a vast
number of reliable sources, including ofﬁcial reports published by several governmental agencies.
Unquestionably, the individuals
who make up the current administration
care deeply about America and its people,
as do we all; their good intent is not at issue
here. But when anyone who has been hired
to do a job – be it in corporate America or
in Washington, D.C. – fails so dramatically
and on so many levels to perform effectively, it is time to reconsider the practicality
of allowing that individual to remain in a
position to do further harm, regardless of

I am wholly, completely, and
unequivocally American.
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their honorable intent to do otherwise.
I was raised to believe that elected ofﬁcials work for and by permission of
the people, and that when they failed
in their prescribed duties, it became my
responsibility to work toward change.
The tool I had been given to effect this
change was my vote. I was encouraged
to cast it wisely and to take it very seriously. I intend to do so, with great alacrity, on November 2.
So, to the individual who responded to a recent article I wrote by
leaving an epithet for me on the door
of the Dateline ofﬁce, I respond, no,
not “partisan,” though the current leadership’s abominable performance has
forced me to take a more deﬁned position. No, my friend, I am behaving like
a true patriot. Vocalizing my opinion
when necessary. Dissenting against leadership when necessary. Speaking truth
to power when necessary. Fulﬁlling my
sacred duty as an involved American, as
explicitly mandated by the Constitution
of the United States of America, to unabashedly make what little ripples I can
toward the creation of a better world for
myself, for my contemporaries, and for
those who come after. Call me what you
like – it does not change the undeniable
fact that, above all, I am wholly, completely, and unequivocally American.
Just one of millions, doing my job.
Should the Bush administration be voted out of ofﬁce November 2,
consider its legacy as of today. Look at
the record. Compare the state of your
life to that of four years ago. The contrast does not paint a pretty picture. And
you, as Americans, share the responsibility to send a clear message to Washington that a serious change in the policies that inﬂuence the direction of this
country is imperative. I urge you – no,
I beseech you – learn the facts, make
an informed decision, and go vote. It
is not inconceivable that the very future
of your quality of life may be perilously
at stake.

ELI Offers Intensive English and Business Programs
by Stacy Martin
Dateline Staff Writer

The English Language Institute
(ELI) has an Intensive English Program
for English majors and has been in existence since 1974 under the direction of
Gail Kellersberger. ELI offers four types
of English programs; residents who live in
the Houston community may choose the
Intensive English Program while international students can choose the Intensive
English Program or the Business Community Program. Companies who are interested in training employees choose the ELI
Business Program and the Programs for the
Houston Business Community.
ELI offers seven levels of rapid

instruction with rapid advancement for students who would like to graduate in a year
or less. The Intensive English Program
offers an intensive course of study which
consists of 20 hours of in-class instruction,
20 hours of computer time each week, 6
sessions per year, classes that meet 5 days
a week from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and the use of
the computer lab which is open from 1:00
p.m. until 5:00 p.m. The curriculum for
the Intensive English Program focuses on
testing, promotion, and graduation. New
students are assigned a level based on their
placement score and a promotion to a new
level is offered every session. ELI graduates enter into the university without taking
a Test of English as a Foreign Language

(TOEFL). ELI graduates also receive a
Certiﬁcate of Graduation and 3 hours of
academic credit for ELI English study after ﬁnishing 12 university credit hours.
They may compete for scholarships in their
credit classes. ELI students also receive
beneﬁts from the university. While in the
ELI, they may compete for a small performance scholarship each semester and they
may attend 4 hours of free pronunciation
and conversation each week. The Business English Program consists of studying
grammar, business vocabulary, listening,
speaking, pronunciation and cross-cultural
communication. Special computers are
used to help students gear their utterances
to standard American English pronuncia-

tion.

Students also use computer programs that are designed to develop business
English skills. Students may view special
videos prepared by Americans for business
professionals who must do business across
cultures. Students also study business
writing. This segment is designed to demonstrate and give practice in the various
forms of written communication typically
used in American businesses, as well as to
help students write grammatically and correctly. Students work with actual business
correspondence and may choose computer
writing online. Typical instruction may
focus upon accent reduction, comprehension, business writing, or general English
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A Poet of the Guitar; A Poet Indeed 
by Jesús Arturo Ávila-Escamilla
Dateline Staff Writer

Many of us have heard ﬂamenco
music; others have listened to it, but very
few of us have actually experienced it.
You hear it in the background at classy parties or in cheesy love ﬁlms, but how often
do any of us actually stop and tune into
it? With hectic class and work schedules,
it becomes a bit difﬁcult to actually “stop
and smell the roses.” However, a handful
of people got to do so Thursday evening,
September 30 as Francesc de Paula Soler,
also known as el poeta de la guitarra (the
poet of the guitar), blessed the University
of Houston-Downtown with the sounds of
his guitar in the Robertson Auditorium.
Soler was born in Barcelona,
Spain and began his musical studies on the
piano at the age of ﬁve. When he turned
eleven, he moved on to what poet, Federico García Lorca calls “un polifemo de oro”
(a Golden Polyphemus) or just simply “¡la
guitarra!”(the guitar). He studied under
some big names like Anderés Segovia and
Narisco Yepes in his later years. Over the
period of his illustrious musical career, he
has received several honors and awards in

FIGHT
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to the Internet to ﬁnd better deals on their
textbooks. What the more resourceful book
hunters have discovered is that you can buy
the same textbook that is published here in
the U.S. from the U.K. for half the price.
But what you won’t be buying when you
purchase your books online are the “customized” bundles that publishers stuff with
disposable workbooks and time-sensitive
CD-ROMs. This practice of packaging
textbooks into customized bundles is the
most popular excuse publishers use for
bumping the price of a modest textbook to
well over a hundred dollars. Conveniently
enough for them, many publishers automatically substitute these packages for the bare
textbook alternatives that a bookstore may
have actually ordered. In some legitimate
cases, professors co-develop these packages and use them as effective teaching tools,
but they are more commonly an automatic
addition to the publisher’s bare item.
As the edition and package of the
textbooks that we use changes, the interaction between the publishers and the university becomes more crucial to the well-being
of the students. Obviously, the publishers
want the academic departments in a college
to use their most expensive textbook packages. This is when book selection becomes
a matter of judgment for a college’s faculty
and administration. The ethical question,
of course, is whether or not the books are
chosen based solely upon their quality.
Publishers have been known to offer cer-

the U.S. and as well as abroad. He has also
worked with publishers such as Mel Bay
and recorded collections of works.
Soler’s Thursday night performance was a real treat for any admirer of
ﬁne classical or ﬂamenco music. Soler’s
guitar recital didn’t just consist of ﬂamenco strictly from Spain. Throughout
the ﬁrst part of his recital, he presented a
wide array of ﬂamenco styles composed
by various Latin-American artists, ranging
from Manuel M. Ponce (Mexico) to Eliseo
Grenete (Cuba) to Ernesto Nazareth (Brazil). Soler demonstrated his command of
all the musical pieces without taking away

from their integrity. Every rhythm and
melody was executed and delivered well,
while maintaining a sort of essences to the
sound of each country.
After a very brief intermission,
the second part of the recital was underway.
This part of the recital—I would say—was
the most interesting. Soler certainly demonstrated what his introduction described
as “ﬂamenco with a twist.” In this part of
the show, Soler played ﬂamenco with an
interesting blend of American ﬂavor as he
“rockaﬁed,” “jazziﬁed” and “bluesiﬁed”
his performance. Soler certainly made his
presence known as a poet by the end of the

tain beneﬁts and even ﬁnancial contribution to academic departments in exchange
for their choice to adopt certain textbooks.
But that matter could be a series all on its
own. What is important is that, as Merriah
Fairchild said in her study “Rip-off 101,”
“Faculty should give preference to the least
cost textbook option when the educational
content is equal [to the more expensive options].”
Finding viable options to the increasingly unsuitable textbook industry is
the responsibility of the university and its
students. No one else has more at stake in
this issue than we do. If we wish to overcome this national afﬂiction of the college
student masses, we must not allow Barnes
& Noble to control the market in which we
spend nearly a grand a year. In a reasonable
world, it would be safe to assume that the
U.S. Congress will expose the injustice currently being endured by the nation’s college
students and take immediate action to right
all that is wrong. But this is hardly a reasonable world and we should therefore take
the initiative to develop our own options.
The most widely agreed upon option to university bookstores and the one
that is actually recommended by Merriah
Fairchild in “Rip-off 101,” is the establishment of an online book exchange program.
There is, however, one very considerable
obstacle in our way: the contract UHD has
with Barnes & Noble. UHD’s contract
with them prohibits the university from
accommodating any such program and denies public access to the book list that they

receive from the university, which is the
sole depository of information concerning
which books will be used each year. This
currently unavailable book list is the key element in establishing an efﬁcient and ultimately successful book exchange program,
in any form. Fortunately, Barnes & Noble’s
contract with UHD is up for renewal this
year (for the new 2005 contract). This contract is up for renewal this year and will be
discussed at the Town Hall Meeting. It is
critical to our student condition that Barnes
& Noble not be allowed to continue to deprive us of our options.
On November 3, UHD will conduct a Town Hall Meeting in the Wilhelmina Cullen Auditorium from 11a.m. to noon.
On that day, UHD students will have the
opportunity to request that the administration reevaluate how things are being done
on this campus. It would be an insult to
our intelligence if the bookstore is allowed
to continue to monopolize the options of an
entire university of educated people.
ADVERTISING:
Please contact our business manager,
Mechelle Garrett at (713) 221-8192 or email
her at GarrettMe@uhd.edu.

night.

It isn’t just so much his high acclaims from critics all around the world or
his awards that earn him the name, el poeta
de la guitarra; it’s Soler’s dedication and
love for the universal language that many
of recognize as music that earns him this
sacred title.
For more information on Francesc de Paula Soler log on to http://fpsoler.
eresmas.net. 
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Why Don’t You Just Take a Hike?
by Lena Dahu
Dateline Staff Writer

Monica Zamora

Ahh… we can all feel it. The crisp
winds, sunny days, the drop in temperatures, the cool nights. Fall is ﬁnally
here. Usually when this time of year
rolls around, people glue themselves
to their television sets on the weekends
because they think that the outdoors are
off limits until the summer. Well, think
again. The Sam Houston National Forest and Park is one of the best places to
visit this time of year-as well as one of
the least known attractions that this side
of Texas has to offer.

Cherylynn MacGregor

“Life and Living”
by Briana Pedraza
Dateline Staff Writer

On a pre-interview phone call,
Cherylynn MacGregor said, “When you
see my ofﬁce, you’ll know all you need to
know about me.” Her comment immediately
sparked a ﬂash of curiosity and I just had to
meet this UHD professor, who was an interesting choice for our ﬁrst UHD Professor Spotlight. And she was right; her ofﬁce, located at
S-607, was quite the inviting atmosphere and
my inquisitiveness came with ease at our very
informal, but certainly profound meeting to
discuss people, health, life, and death.
Immediately, I had to know what her
favorite course to teach was. “All of them, for
different reasons,” she replied without hesitation. “Anthropology is the study of people,
past, present, and future and culture is everything. I like teaching that and allowing students opportunities to get to know each other.
Health, Medicine and Culture examines how
different cultures view health and medicine
and also provides students with many opportunities that relate to real life. Death and Dying is a course with a Social Science preﬁx that
cuts across all the Social Science disciplines.
It looks at death and dying culturally, psychologically, politically, and economically.”
She further explained the delicate
nature of such a course and instantly my
mind wondered about how students generally
deal with the subject matter of such a serious
course. “Because there is such a range of emotional backgrounds that come into the Death
and Dying course each semester, I have to be
careful to prepare everyone to deal with the
subject of death. The way I do this is through
several projects. The life-threatening illness
project is at mid-term and for the end of the
year project my students have to plan their en-

tire funeral. The Death Squad Collages help
too. That is where the students document and
chart all the death they see, whether in the
news, t.v., movies, or anywhere around them
over a certain period of time.”
Another thing I knew at once was
that I could be forever intrigued by her conversation, so I posed the question of how
she would persuade someone who didn’t
otherwise have to take one of her courses to
take one. Her response was a bit painful, but
comforting at the same time: “The courses I
teach deal with real life and in the course of
the semester, someone will lose somebody
that they know, or know someone that has lost
someone, that is just the reality of it, but they
will be among the greatest support group by
being in my class. My one hope is that after
14 weeks of talking about death, I hope they
just get a better appreciation of life. In fact,
if I were to rename the course, it would be
called Life and Living and not Death and Dying. That, and the way that I teach (hands-on)
would apply to their lives. I ﬁrmly believe
that the more you practice, the more it sinks in
and things become more real. And I tell lots
of personal stories so I can make it real.”
Finally, I just had to know why she
had chosen to teach these courses. “Much
more beyond my academic background, I am
a walking miracle. I have had 7 tumors, with
my ﬁrst at the age of 16, and I have suffered
2 heart attacks. I have a disorder called Myasthenia gravis, a muscular disorder, and all
of this has been each time, a reality check for
me. I feel that people caN help others through
negative experiences only if they decide to
turn it into something positive. I just love
what I do.”
Our chat went on for almost two
SEE LIFE PAGE 6

Located in New Waverly, Texas, the
park boasts 162,984 acres of Texas “piney woods.” Nestled in the midst of the
forest is the Lone star Hiking Trail. This
trail is 120 miles long and runs straight
through part of the forest, which makes it
a great outdoor activity for anyone who
likes scenery or just wants some peace
and quiet. Taking this hike will provide
anyone with the opportunity to experience the pristine wildlife, vegetation and
terrain that the Sam Houston Forest has
to offer. The trail has ﬁve loops that are
in conjunction with the main trail. This
offers hikers a choice of exploring different scenic routes across east Texas.
The Trail itself is marked with aluminum ﬂags that lead the way and the trail
is exclusively for hikers. The Lone Star
Hiking Trail was actually nominated by
City Search as one of the best places to
hike in 2001.
For those of you that like a little more
speed and action in your life, there is a
mountain bike trail located on the east
side of the forest. This eight-mile trail
was built by mountain bikers, so it is

made exactly the way mountain bikers
want it. The route is hilly, rolls over terrains, ridges, drainages and the pine forest
itself, and ﬁnally loops back to where it
started. It is a challenge for any mountain
biker.
Nestled in the middle of the forest is Lake
Conroe. This has become a popular attraction for tourists to engage in water sports,
including ﬁshing, swimming, canoeing,
and sailing. The lake is well-stocked with
bluegill ﬁsh and some trophy bass as well.
Many people like to camp at Little Lake
Creek. It is 3,810 acres of the most primitive wilderness that any forest has to offer.
Besides hundreds of trees and a number
of trails, of course, Little Lake Creek is
home to many owls and hawks as well as
the endangered red cockaded woodpecker.
Through the wilderness ﬂows a pond-like
creek from which the area obtained its
name. Because of its primitive nature and
surroundings, Little Lake Creek is one of
the best places for recreational campers to
set up their tent and campﬁre and enjoy a
night under the stars.
Finally, one can also drive on the Texas
Forest Trail. This trail, which is 840 miles
long, provides an interesting road trip for
those of you that are not interested in the
outdoors. The trail includes historic sites
and scenic vistas, and connects with other forests including the Angelina, Davy
Crockett, and Sabina National Forests.
So, whatever, you’re interested in, be it
water sports, quiet serene hikes, or just a
drive in your car, Sam Houston National
Park offers something for everyone to enjoy. To get to the park, take I-45 North and
then take the New Waverly/ FM 1375 exit.

College Bowl

Tournament Results:
29 players on 9 teams and 18 faculty
members participated
1st place team (undefeated):
Taylor Landis
Billy Hoya
Tek Williams
2nd place team
Melinda Iida
Florencio Armando Gallegos
Iride Gramajo
Minh Lam

* FREE SCREENINGS! *
- Fahrenheit 9/11-

1st place individual scorer:
Taylor Landis
2nd place individual scorer:
J.B. Bobbitt
3rd place individual scorer:
Armando Gallegos

Monday, Oct 25 @ 2 PM
& Monday, Nov 1 @ 7 PM

Revolt:

at UHD’s Wilhelmina Cullen Auditorium Come see Michael Moore’s controversial ﬁlm and winner of the Cannes
Palme d’Or!
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GAO Sorority Hosts Party to Beneﬁt LaRosa Family Services
by Stacy Martin
Dateline Staff Writer

The Gamma Alpha Omega (GAO)
Sorority hosted a party on September 17,
2004 at the Empire Bar. Proceeds from the
party beneﬁted La Rosa Family Services
whose mission is to assist victims of domestic violence abuse, and prevent future
abuse. They provide group and individual
counseling, information, referrals, promotion of community awareness and outreach
program. They also promote the health and
safety of children through family support
and educational programs, and offer alternatives to families that are experiencing or
are at risk for domestic violence.
La Rosa Family Services is a community-based non-proﬁt organization
founded in 1995 to assist families - primarily women and children exposed to

domestic violence and abuse. About 2/3
of La Rosa ‘s clients come from the predominantly Hispanic Northside / Northeast
Houston area which has few community/
social services close-by and readily available. This has resulted in La Rosa’s role
in addressing a broad range of family and
individual problems both through direct
service and referral to collaborating agencies and organizations.
The GAO Sorority is very involved in activities around campus and in
the community. The GAO Sorority takes
pride in their community service work
while promoting service and education.
“We are a group of very motivated young
ladies we take pride in our involvement as
well as quest for higher education. No two
of us are the same, but the vision we have
is always parallel. One of the best things

about the Gamma Alpha Omega Sorority
is that sisters are given the opportunity to
engage in many different aspects of student and community involvement,” said
Danielle Soria, GAO Chapter President at
UHD.
The GAO Sorority is very involved in activities around campus and in
the community. GAO recently hosted a regional convention and they are planning to
host an end-of-semester bash with the Sigma Lambda Fraternity. GAO holds interest
meetings at the beginning of each semester
where members can explain the rules, regulations and criteria for the sorority. Postings for the meetings are usually given 2
weeks in advance. Students who would
like to join GAO should contact Danielle
Soria or Jackie Rivera at gaouhd@yahoo.
com for more information.

APATHY The Weight-ing Game:
continued from page 1

apathetic mass of voters in this country as
a steady part of their base. Your silence is
considered as a form of consent; it simply
says that you are willing to submit to any
and all intrusions that this government
can enact on your rights. The outcome of
the next four years is certainly unknown;
however, those of you who choose not to
vote must forfeit your right to complain.
Your apathy has served to deliver the
representation that currently exists.
Imagine if you will the hardswallowing press conferences that would
take place the morning of November
3, 2004 if the nationwide voter turnout
soared to 93 percent. Unfortunately,
we do not have compulsory voting laws
in the United States; unlike Germany
or Australia where the voter turnout is
consistently above 85 percent. Putting
the differences between these political
systems aside, the bottom line is that
in the U.S. we have more access to
government than any nation in the world,
and we continually deny ourselves the
ability to take control of it.
Without a mass of apathetic
individuals who simply refuse to
participate, professional politicians
would be forced to adhere to a system of
true accountability. As it stands today,
professional politics remains to be held
accountable by innumerable corporations
and those individuals who own them
maintain the broadest access to the highest
ofﬁces. Choosing “not to vote” is a noble
decision; however, one must realize
that in a democracy there is no form of
neutrality. A “non-vote” is a choice for
the victor. Professional politicians are
counting on your apathy this November;
when acceptance speeches are being aired
next month the victors will be directing
their “Thanks!” to you.

Losing weight the safe way
by Billy Hoya
Dateline Staff Writer

As more and more Houstonians
are tipping the scales a little too far, many are
looking for an easy way to loose weight, and
many are turning to fad diets like South Beach
and Atkins, but do these diets really work?
According to Trina Hawkins, an
interning nurse practitioner at the University
of Houston Downtown Student Clinic, some
of these diets do work, but there may be an
easier, safer alternative.
Hawkins says the worst of the fad
diets is the Atkins Diet due to its low carbohydrate and high fat and protein intake. Such
diets can lead to serious kidney and liver problems. “You have to have carbs to function,”
she adds.
The best of the fad diets is the South
Beach Diet, because is allows for the intake of
more carbohydrates. But even better than the
South Beach Diet is the FDA Food Pyramid.
Hawkins points to the fact that programs like
the Quick Weight Loss System are just gussied
up versions of the pyramid.
Though the food pyramid has come
under attack in recent years, Hawkins says
this is due in part to a misinterpretation of the
pyramid’s serving size information. She says
that one slice
of bread “is
equal to one
serving from
the grain group
… by the time
someone eats
a sandwich,
they’ve
already had two
of the six daily
servings from
the
grains

groups.”

The daily serving size for meat, according to the pyramid, is about the size of
your palm. One serving of vegetables is about
the size of your ﬁst. One serving of fruit would
consist of an apple about the size of a baseball.
A daily allowance of fats, oils, and sweets
would consist of a piece of margarine or butter
about the size of the tip of your thumb.
Another integral part of weight loss
is exercise. For those just getting started,
Hawkins suggests that people start with something light, like a beginners’ Yoga or Tai Chi,
both of which are offered at UHD through the
Sports & Fitness Department.
A ﬁnal step in helping you succeed at weight loss is to go on a diet together
with someone you know: a group of friends,
your husband or wife or your entire family.
Hawkins says that this social aspect of dieting
is why programs like Weight Watchers are so
successful.
If you would like to talk to a Doctor
about constructing a diet that is right for you,
contact UHD Student Health Services at (713)
221-8137 or to ﬁnd out more about Tai Chi,
Yoga or any other ﬁtness programs offered
by the University, contact Sports & Fitness at
713-221-8225.
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Ramadan

at UHD
by Billy Hoya
Dateline Staff Writer

Muslims around the world will be
observing the holy month of Ramadan starting Friday, October 15th or Saturday, October 16th, depending on moon sighting. The
month of Ramadan is the eighth month in the
Arabic lunar calendar.
Here at UHD, preparations are underway by the Muslim Student Association
(MSA) to celebrate the month, to continue
with the tradition from previous years and to
accommodate Muslim students and faculty
members on campus.
The importance of Ramadan for
Muslims is that it is a month where Muslims
get in touch with their spiritual side more
than any other. A wise person once said
that “Generally speaking, you are not learning much when your mouth is moving.” So
by refraining from eating and drinking from
dawn until dusk, Muslims take the time, or
at least they should, to meditate and reﬂect
upon their lives, ﬁnd peace within themselves and feel closer to their maker. This is
also a time to refrain from engaging in sexual
relations.
Furthermore, going without food
during this period of time will help people
realize how blessed they are to have food at
their tables every day. It helps them pause
and think about how it feels like to be among
the less fortunate. It also triggers their kindness and sympathy towards the hungry and
the needy.
For university students, Ramadan
is especially important because it is an opportunity to socialize and mingle with other
Muslims on campus. They get to feel connected and build a network of acquaintances
which may help them during their academic
experiences.
MSA has been known for keeping
the tradition alive, despite having to overcome different obstacles like budget constraints and low school spirit.
This year MSA has a full agenda.
Iftar (dinner served at the end of the day during Ramadan, to break the day’s fast) will be
provided Monday through Thursday starting Monday, October 18 until the end of the
month (God willing). Prayers may also be
held at dusk, followed by brief lectures and
presentations about Islam and subjects of
matter to Muslims.
All this will be taking place
at the cafeteria, or the north deck when
weather permits. For more information,
email the Muslim Student Association at
MSAUHD@yahoo.com or visit the MSA
from 1 – 2 p.m. on Mondays and Wednesdays or 12:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. Tuesdays and
Thursdays at the Student Activities Room,
S204. For automatic updates about Iftar, you
can email IFTAR@MSA-UHD.com
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Hurrah for the Tex Ren Fest! 
It’s that time of year again!
Yes, my friends, it’s time for the Texas
Renaissance Festival (Tex Ren Fest), so
grab your special Lord or Lady and head
out to Plantersville, Texas, the festival’s
home located about 45 minutes north of
Houston. The Tex Ren Fest, which is now
in its 30th year, kicked off on Oct. 2 and will
run on the weekends from 9 am to dusk
until Nov. 14. The festival invites you to
take a leap back in time to a place where
corsets rocked your world and indoor
plumbing was no where to be found.
For those of you that have yet to
visit it, the Texas Renaissance Festival is
a recreation of the European Renaissance.
The festival immerses you in as much
of the Renaissance culture as marketing
and business permits. You can bet that
the prices aren’t on a Renaissance scale;
admission at the gate is $21 per adult and
$10 per child. Information on purchasing
discount tickets may also be found online
at www.texrenfest.com. Though the prices
seem to be the greatest anachronism at the
festival they’re worth paying as you’ll ﬁnd
yourself having a merry time.
There are many period characters,
which are actors that look and speak like
people from the Renaissance Period.
One could question the validity of their
representations, but they’re so amusing
that you end up not caring. There’s a full
hierarchy in place. King Henry VIII is
apparently, in this day and age, still alive
and well. You can ﬁnd him at the festival as
he makes frequent appearances at various
jousts and public meals. Under the royals,
there is the working class, and then after
is the peasant class, the most amusing of
all. I pray you do not run into a wench, a
Renaissance prostitute, as they seem to
be the most boisterous characters of the

LIFE

continued from page 4

hours, and in that time I learned of many interesting projects, both past and in the works,
and I immediately knew that I’d soon be in
one of Professor MacGregor’s courses in the
spring. One remarkable project that she explained was the Death and Dying Quilt. A
quilt is made at the end of every semester and
each piece of it is reﬂective of the way every student wishes to be remembered. There
is one prominently displayed on the wall of
her eclectic ofﬁce. She also let me in on a
rather impressive project, a book that is being
written by herself and several of her previous
students. She explained that the book, titled
“Lessons We Had to Learn,” would be several chapters each told by a former student.
“These are all young women who have risen

festival.

Aside from the characters, with
over 200 shows daily there are lots of things
to do and see at the Tex Ren Fest. If your
idea of comedy is watching a Shakespearian
clad skeleton puppet tell jokes, then you’ll
have a roaring good time at “The Ded Bob
Show”. If it is action you seek, then look no
further than “Hanlon Lees Action Theatre”
at The Arena. There you’ll ﬁnd knights
competing for top bragging rights while
their trash-talking maidens back them up.
Without a doubt, there are various
opportunities to spend your money at an
assortment of shops where you can purchase
Renaissance outﬁts, jewelry, swords
and other items. You can buy a complete
Renaissance noblewoman costume with a
bodice, corset, chemise and skirt for around
$200 or you can rent a costume for about
$20-$40. Costume rentals can be found in
front of the festival’s entrance on the left
side.
As we are one of the fattest cities
in America there are plenty of opportunities
to consume food at the festival. A typical
meal, consisting of a drink and entrée, will
cost about $15.00. You can also attend The
King’s Feast for a fee of $90 per person,
where you’ll enjoy an all you can eat 6course Prime Rib meal and a 2-hr variety
show. And, of course, there’s always
plenty of available alcohol. You can try an
assortment of wines, mead, or beer from
around the world at the Prince of Wales
Pub.
Lastly, for those of you that will
attend the festival, I recommend purchasing
a Renaissance Booklet at the entrance
for $2. This booklet contains information
about the shops and shows at the festival,
and it will insure the sanity of your day.
For more information you can
visit www.texrenfest.com or call 936-8942516.
above the negative that life has presented
them and transformed it into something positive.”
I could at once see the worthwhile
struggle that had put Professor MacGregor
right in the position she was in, that of teacher
but also of counselor too. I understood exactly how this woman could help so many
students and provide just the right amount
of convincing support for all she teaches
here at UHD. As I left her ofﬁce my mind
was impressed with a bumper sticker from
her assorted collection displayed on another
wall; it read “CELEBRATE DIVERSITY”
and it kind of stuck as a motto for Professor
MacGregor’s mentality and attitude. In fact,
it almost felt like an optimistic summary of
our warmhearted conversation.
Currently, Professor MacGregor teaches Cultural Anthropology as well as Health, Medicine and Culture and Death and Dying.

http://www.eveandersson.com/japan/

by Shalini Maharaj
Dateline Staff Writer

Dr. K sees the World part IV

Hirohito, and my
ﬁrst Japanese music
by Yvonne Kendall
UHD Professor

My ﬁrst morning in Japan. I had
a chat with my host’s kids - son Colin,
home from Cornell University, and Anna,
a high school student. Both were charming, well-read American young people, ﬂuent both in reading and writing Japanese.
I read a bit, studied some Japanese
and did some origami, the calming Japanese
art of paper folding. Turns out I shared
this interest with Colin. We compared patterns, making geodesic domes, swans and
boxes. Brunch was served by Anna and
housekeeper Etsuyo. Since Anna’s mom
had received a fully paid sabbatical from
her university (did you hear that UHD administrators? Sabbatical?) and was going to
Wales for a year. Anna was going with her
to improve her English writing skills and
had decided it was time to learn to cook.
In the afternoon, one of
Pam’s friends came to introduce me to
Hayama. Keiko Tohya and Colin drove me
around in a spick and span Toyota. This
was not a model I had ever seen before,
but many major automakers make different
models in different countries. Keiko-san
has been to Houston, but felt a bit insecure
with her English. We were both in the same
boat encouraging each other to give it a
go. As the day passed she spoke more and
more, while I tried my few practiced Japanese sentences and she even understood me!
Our ﬁrst stop was a museum dedicated to Emperor Hirohito’s marine animal
collection. I had not realized he was a highly-respected scientist. He had catalogued
marine species from all over, which was fascinating in itself, but what was so truly Jap-

anese was the beauty of the displays. The
shells, in particular, were arranged in
swirls and ﬂower patterns. Clean, well-organized and beautiful. Japan in a nutshell.
Next day, after sleeping very restfully on a futon that rested on a tatami (a
woven ﬂoor covering common in Japanese
homes), Keiko and I went to Kamakura
for a day of Zen treasures. Near Hayama,
Kamakura is an ancient city of many temples, shrines and other Buddhist artifacts.
The ﬁrst monastery we visited
had bells, drums and gongs. I was to ﬁnd
that these were typically found in Buddhist
temples. They’re used to chime the hours,
to wake up the monks and nuns and as part
of the religious services. After washing our
hands and clapping them three times while
bowing as a puriﬁcation ritual, we removed our shoes and explored the temple.
There was a beautiful Zen garden with neatly swept and patterned
gravel and perfectly-placed stones, all
intended to induce a sense of peace. It
succeeded. The nearby pond was bursting with water lilies waving gently with
the movement of turtles and coi. The
ﬁrst few pond animals near us alerted
their buddies to our arrival and everyone
gathered around hoping for a free lunch.
As we turned to leave the monastery,
I was headed toward a huge bell that hung
outside the main temple when I heard a shō!
V. Next installment: The shō and
the Big Buddha
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Banned Books Read Here…
by Tayvis Dunnahoe
Dateline Staff Writer

The American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU) of Houston released their
annual report on banned books in the
State of Texas from last year. Saturday
October 2, was the ﬁnal day of “Banned
Books Week” [Sept. 25-Oct. 2], which is
sponsored by the ACLU to raise awareness
about censorship and literature within the
state of Texas.
As an effort to display a crosssection of the books that have been banned
within our state over the past year, the
ACLU sponsored a reading that was held
from 6-8 p.m. at Quarter Price Books, 3820
S. Shepherd. The spectrum of readings included a section from James Joyce’s Ulysses, C.S. Lewis’s The Lion, the Witch, and

POLITICS
continued from page 1

Don’t bet on Senator Kerry just
yet. His promises to reduce employers’
healthcare costs and reduce trade deﬁcit
completely contradict each other. And his
tax cuts for small businesses and those
businesses hurt by outsourcing are not
large enough to have any effect on hiring,
let alone creating 10 million jobs that he
promised for his ﬁrst term in ofﬁce.
But what worries economists the
most is the increasing federal budget deﬁcit. It acts in a duality, like the wave-particle duality of light. On one hand, it means

the Wardrobe, as well as John Stienbeck’s
Of Mice and Men, just to name a few.
Vice President Mike Oeser, who
also coordinated this event, has been on the
Board of Directors of the Houston Chapter
of the ACLU for over a year. Responding to questions after the event, Mr. Oeser
stated, “Censorship is not something of the
past. Books are continuously being banned
throughout the state. The importance of
raising awareness about these books is paramount. Within our society there are many
different perspectives; even if you do not
agree with the contents of one of these examples, being exposed to it will cause you
to grow.”
Larry Turk, owner and operator of Quarter Price Books, housed this
event. This was the ﬁrst time he had been

involved with this awareness program. He
has been at this location for seven years,
and in response to questions about the
reading, he said, “It has been fun…and important. This is a great way of reminding
everyone of the purpose of literature and
its importance as a form of expression.”
This event has occurred annually
throughout the Houston community, and
the organizers from the ACLU are planning
to spend more time publicizing the event
next year. If you are interested in learning more about the ACLU in Houston or
would like to obtain a copy of the Annual
Report on Banned and Challenged Books
in Texas, 2003-2004, you can go online at
www.bannedbooks.info.

that the dollar is doing well against other
major world currencies such as the euro
and the yen, but on the other hand, it will
paralyze production and stop job growth
because of increased interest rates. Both
candidates have pledged to slash the deficit in half, but there’s no indication that
any of them will come close.
The federal deﬁcit was estimated at $500 billion for the budget year
ending in September 30, 2004. Under
President Bush’s policies, the debt will
is supposedly be reduced to $375 billion
by 2009. And if Senator Kerry’s plan
were to be implemented, the deﬁcit will
allegedly shrink to $447 billion.
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for factory workers. A content that reﬂects
the business where the trainee is employed
is used to promote language competence
into the trainee’s profession.
The English Language Institute
custom-designs training programs for both
groups and individuals in the Houston business community. Companies may send
their trainee(s) to the university or request
an on-site program. A content that reﬂects
the business where the trainee is employed
is used to promote language competence in
the trainee’s profession. Prospective business clients may ask for our list of companies for whom we have delivered training.
The cost of all of the four English programs depends on the program that
the student chooses. For more information, please contact
Gail Kellersberger by
phone at (713) 2218047, by fax at (713)
221-8546 or by email
at eli@uhd.edu. International students can
contact Nosa M. Ioyha
by phone at (713) 2218677, by fax at (713)
221-8157 or by email
iyoha@uhd.edu.

Actions, Vitrines, Environments Joseph

Beuys on Exhibit at the Menil
by Billy Hoya
Dateline Staff Writer

For the ﬁrst time since 1979,
Joseph Beuys’ work will be exhibited in America at the Menil.
Beuys, who was born in 1921
and died in 1986, is cited as
wielding enormous inﬂuence
over many of the sculptors of the
20th century, including Alberto
Giacometti and Eva Hesse.
Many of his works
may seem at ﬁrst confusing or
pointless to the average viewer,
but on further examination they
posses a special meaning. For
example, Ausfegen [Sweeping
Up] is a somewhat plain diorama containing a large pile of
trash with a push broom laying
on top. A small speaker in the
display plays the gentle sounds

of a broom being pushed over a
ﬂoor. The trash was collected
by the artist himself from the
streets of East Berlin, and is said
to represent the artist molding
“chaos into a state of order.”
The End of the Twentieth Century, one of Beuys environmental works, consists of a
room ﬁlled with long pillars of
basalt that would look more at
home in a construction site off of
the Katy Freeway. But on further
inspection, the viewer notices
circular grooves cut into the pillars and ﬁlled with clay and felt,
as if to suggest the possibility of
new life or growth even within
the toxic environment. Perhaps
it represents a chance for a new
start in the toxic environment
known as the 20th Century.
If you are the type of

person that does not ﬁnd the
abstract attractive or you grimace at the thought of walking
through the Twombly Gallery,
then this exhibit is not for you.
But if you enjoy a good challenge, and enjoys trying to ﬁnd
the hidden meaning of a piece to
not only the artist, but the viewer as well, this exhibit is right
for you.
Joseph Beuys: Action,
Vitrines, Environments will be
on exhibit at the Menil till January 2. On November 8th, Professor Charles W. Haxthausen will
be giving the a lecture on Beuys
work entitled “Allegorical Spaces: Thoughts on the Installations
of Joseph Beuys.”
For more information
about either, visit the Menil web
site at http://www.menil.org/.
cwuhdad.indd 1
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